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Background
In 2019, the Libraries purchased a collection of about 500 leftist political 
posters. These posters mostly originated from Europe, but the collection has 
an international scope. We set up a workflow that started with the 
Conservation department unrolling and flattening the posters, me cataloging 
them, and lastly, the digitization team creating images for our digital 
repository. As the only graphics cataloger, the original plan was for me to 
catalog these by myself and have batches of posters scanned by our digital 
imaging team as I completed cataloging. However, COVID-related work-
from-home orders changed how this could be done.
Creating a workflow
As with many campus libraries, the MSU Libraries staff were sent home in 
March of 2020.The Head of Cataloging needed remote cataloging projects 
for our team. My supervisor and I identified posters as a good option for 
remote cataloging work. Posters typically only require one image (as 
opposed to books, which require a number of pages be scaned). Additionally, 
only two fields are required that cannot be assessed from a digital image 
easily - dimensions and form of production - two things that can be recorded 
as they are photographed.
We decided to start with the leftist political posters because they are a high 
priority collection. We also have a staff member who is knowledgable in 
German, so we could leverage her language expertise through this project. 
Additionally, the vendor had created an inventory that included dimensions 
as well as distinguishing characteristics about the poster. I modified this 
spreadsheet by adding columns for catalogers to claim an item for cataloging 
by entering their initials, and locked the descriptive fields. I also wrote out my 
procedures for cataloging and created a constant data template, paying 
special attention to details needed for this specific collection. 
Conservation continues to flatten and label posters and bring them to the 
cataloging flat files. From there, I take photographs using my iPad. Once 
home, I rename the files to their call numbers and upload them to a shared 
drive. Having dual monitors is extremely helpful in accomplishing this work. 
This way, cataloging software can be on the main screen, and the image of 




To date, we have cataloged roughly 90 posters through this pilot. Given that 
the scope is 500, we are on track to complete cataloging by this year. Our 
goal is to have them all cataloged by the time the digitization team returns to 
working onsite (exact date TBD).
When photographing for cataloging, we learned it’s important to not only take 
a picture of the entire piece, but also close up pictures of small font. Because 
these photographs aren’t high resolution, zooming in can only accomplish so 
much.
We also plan to use this as a template for further remote work. I am currently 
photographing posters from other collections to create a backlog for the 
upcoming year when we’ll likely continue to work from home.
MSU Libraries TS procedures for cataloging posters.  
Shared constant data template
Screenshot of shared spreadsheet
